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Introduction :

The Covid-19 pandemic has drastically altered the way people work and live. South Africa initiated a 

21-day national lockdown on 26 March 2020 in an attempt to stem the tide of the outbreak. This

complete and comprehensive shut down of every company in the country has seen companies

scramble to get their employees online. Because people were not longer allowed to commute to work

unless they constituted emergency or essential service providers, they had to work from home (WFH).

In the midst of the chaos that followed the announcement – three days of consumers rushing to stock 

up on essential goods and IT departments reshaping their accesses and systems to accommodate 

remote working – companies sent employees home with new tools, access codes and systems. They 

were to get online and get working. The problem is that many of these employees have never worked 

from home before and don’t fully understand the challenges and risks that come with remote working.  

Companies need to put systems in place that will support employees while they try to do their jobs 

from home. They also need to educate them. Regardless of role or level in the company, anyone can 

be the key that unlocks the corporate door for the hackers or releases an unwanted ransomware into 

the system.  

It’s also important to recognise that the risks that come with WFH are not just of the illicit hacking kind, 

there are also risks around employee productivity, engagement and work ethic that need to be 

addressed. 

To protect every part of the business in the pandemic, organizations need 
to follow the following steps:

01: Understand the risks 

02: Educate the employees 

03: Implement the right equipment and policies 

By following these simple guidelines, any company can cope with the WFH challenges that come hand-

in-hand with the Covid-19 national shut down and WFH. Over the next few pages, Ozone Information 

Technology Distribution will provide you with solid insight and advice that can be used to educate 

employees and protect the business during the remote working quarantine. 



Chapter 01: Understand the Risks 
There are multiple risks around WFH and as companies struggle to build new foundations in 

remote working locations, these risks are easy to forget. The last thing your company wants is for 

a ransomware to encrypt the entire corporate database and effectively shut down operations 

until the ransom is paid, or for a virus to destroy vital information thanks to a simple security 

misstep.  

To protect your company and your people make sure that everybody understands 
the following risks: 

мΦ Hackers send an email to employees claiming to provide software that will make
their machines more secure. The link, in fact, installs a keylogger that accesses

information or gains critical passwords and insights.

ŀΦ Never install an email that gets sent via a link from an unknown sender

нΦ Hackers are creating false websites with goods that cannot be delivered during the 
lockdown. They assure people that their goods can be delivered when this simply 

isn’t true.

ŀΦ Nobody is allowed to deliver non-essential goods, no matter what they claim.

These websites are fake and used to gather personal and credit card

information.

оΦ Phishing emails and SMS’ are doing the rounds, claiming to offer free data to assist

clients in the lockdown period. The hackers use the information provided by those

who click on the links to record personal information and gain access to PCs.

ŀΦ The only way to know if an email or message contains a valid link is to go to

the actual service provider’s website. You can also verify if the URL displayed

is valid if it includes the company name – often, fake URLs contain numbers

and letters.

пΦ Registering on a website that hasn’t been confirmed as 100% reputable vendor can

put the company at risk. Do not register for any service or software on the internet

unless you are sure it belongs to the right company.

ŀΦ The information used to register for the service can be used to hack systems

and access personal data.



Chapter 02: Educate Employees 
There are multiple factors to take into consideration while employees are mandated to WFH. This 

sudden move from office to home isn’t a picnic for the employee either – they have to figure out 

how to work in difficult conditions while surrounded by family, and many people are not cut out for 

the WFH ethos. Your company has to find a way of navigating this complex road in such a way that 

you keep people engaged and recognise that they are, after all, adults. 

The following are the most important: 

1. The safety and security of company data and information

2. Preventing employees from abusing company equipment

3. Managing and monitoring employee productivity

4. Connectivity and communication challenges

5. Cyberattacks and risk vectors on employee networks

6. Lack of employee understanding around the Dos and Don’ts of remote working

If you’d like to keep your company data safe and secure, then training is key. It has never been more 

important for your people to understand the risks, recognise the threats, and protect themselves 

from cyber-harm.  

These are the simple steps you can follow to protect your employees and your systems from 

potential risk whenever they WFH. 

1. Ensure that all the systems accessed remotely by employees are password protected and

that access is limited to relevant personnel. Don’t grant sweeping access to everyone,

ensure that each person gets access to each system that’s relevant to their role.

2. Create a password policy that follows best practice. Do not allow passwords like 12345 or

QWERTY and ensure people use passwords that contain multiple characters and symbols.

3. Set data permissions per user to avoid the possible risk that all data can be infected

remotely by one user who has a compromised network.

4. Create an IT policy that outlines company technology and system usage. This will not only

help reduce risk, but it will also minimise potential abuse of systems and privileges.

Employees need to have a clear understanding of what they can and cannot do with

company equipment.

Provide every employee with a clearly defined list of safety tips. This should include: 

1. Do not use your work email address to register for online sites, newsletters or non-work-

related activities. Don’t use it for shopping, gambling, gaming or any downloads.

2. Do not open attachments or emails from unknown senders. These could contain viruses that

will infect both the home and work networks.

3. Do not open attachments or click on suspicious links in any email unless the sender and

content are verified. Many hacks use the full name of someone on your contact list but send

the email from a dodgy location. Be careful.

4. Do not use the work internet as a Wi-Fi hotspot for other devices to get free internet access.

This puts all the devices on the hotspot at risk of attack.

5. Do not copy data from removable hard dries to the company hardware devices.



Chapter 03: Implement the Right Equipment and Policies 

The Basic Equipment 
Internet Connectivity 

You need to get people online, and you need to make sure they’ve got the right tools and 

technologies in place so they can get the job done. If your employees don’t have access to a reliable 

internet connection, this needs to be your first and most important issue to address. Without 

connectivity, employees won’t be able to connect to your remote working platforms or deliver their 

work.  

If you haven’t already, find out what type of internet connection your employees have at home and 

how much data may be needed during the shutdown. Those employees that are expecting to 

manage large data transfers will need higher speeds and more data and you’ll need to prioritise 

solutions that will support them. This is one of the most important boxes to tick as a lack of reliable 

connectivity will have a serious impact on productivity. Spend time troubleshooting their connection 

to find out exactly what’s wrong and the invest into tools that will help them connect more 

efficiently.  

To get an accurate assessment of an employee’s speeds, ask them to take this free test and to send 

you the results.  

Online Collaboration Tools 
If your company doesn’t already have remote working tools such as Microsoft Office 365 or 

Microsoft Teams, Skype, Google (a free software suite with Hangouts for video conferencing), Zoom 

or any one of the multiple tools available today, then now is the time to get them. Use a uniform 

system for collaborating with all employees to reduce confusion and minimise risk. Don’t let 

different employees use different tools as it will result in people downloading multiple files and 

putting the company at risk. Hackers can put fake websites up that claim to be a popular online 

collaboration tool and use these to phish for information or access machines.  

To avoid unnecessary risk and confusion, use one set of tools and make sure that everyone is given a 

reliable link for downloading them onto their machines. Then provide training that will ensure 

everyone understands how the tools work. 

Provide Training 
You can’t hand your employees an all access pass to a virtual collaboration platform and expect 

them to figure it all out on their own. Already there have been multiple, highly publicised, incidents 

where employees have forgotten to turn off their camera and have taken their team with them to 

the toilet, or done the meeting naked. This can easily happen to anyone and you don’t want to deal 

with the emotional and reputational fallout that this type of incident can cause. Instead, provide 

hands-on training that allows people the opportunity to get to know the technology and feel 

comfortable with using it. 

Develop Clear Policies 
Your employees may thrive in a WFH environment, or they may struggle. Not everyone is suited to 

the changes in routine and self-discipline that remote working requires so you do need policies that 

guide people in their everyday working life while at home. Develop a policy for security, using the 

best practice tips outlined above, and ensure every person has a copy and understands the rules and 

contents. Do the same for security personnel and for those handling IT tasks. 

https://net-speedtest.com/za/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIqebv27TT6AIVV4fVCh14nwSIEAAYAiAAEgKnHPD_BwE


Some simple steps to help you manage ongoing remote security include: 

• Ensure that all software products and security solutions are up to date on all employee

computers.

• Ensure that all antivirus subscriptions are up to date and correctly set up.

• Prevent employees from linking to the office VPN via public or free internet connections.

• Prevent employees from installing any software on company hardware – this can be

monitored and prevented using cybersecurity monitoring hardware.

Create rules and regulations for remote working – the time people start work, the hours they work, 

the number of breaks they’re allowed, and the tools you’re using to monitor their performance. You 

can seriously affect your relationships with your people if you adopt draconian monitoring tools and 

systems, so rather give people a solid foundation and trust them to get on with their jobs. Just 

ensure that their deliverables and requirements are clearly outlined so they know what’s expected 

of them, and when. 

Some simple steps to help you monitor remote working productivity include: 

1. Create employee specific tasks that have clear deadlines and deliverables

2. Have daily 10-minute check-in calls with your different teams and departments. Ensure

everyone takes part and gives their feedback and insights.

3. Ensure everyone participates in feedback and that you have an easy way for people to

report problems or issues.

The Right Tools 
This is a list of some of the most valuable remote working tools available on the market today. 

They provide secure and accessible collaboration and virtual conferencing features, or high-end 

security and protection, that will help you effectively manage your business during the quarantine. 

- Kerio Control Firewall:

o Next Generation firewall for SME business

o VPN server, allows users to connect remotely to the office

o Web filtering and virus scanning on the company network

- GFI Languard

o Remote Patch management for workstations

o Vulnerability assessments of workstations and network devices

- GFI Mail Essentials:

o Anti-Spam mail server protection

o Build in Anti-Virus canning engines to scan emails for potential viruses

o Track incoming and outgoing emails and traffic flow
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